
 

Drowsy Driving Alert Navigation - Golden Rooster App 
 
 

 
There is a huge problem with drowsy driving around the world, and it is reported that it is more dangerous 
than drunk driving. Golden Rooster is a mobile phone / tablet based navigation App. that can help prevent 
drowsy driving. Navigation feature is more concentrated on driving assistance rather than for searching 
place or searching transportation method. 

 
Drowsy Driving Detection and Face Gestures 

 
This app is based on a driver's face detection that is previewed by driver's mobile phone camera. When 
the driver's face being detected, this App. continuously monitors the driver’s eyelids, cheeks, lips, and 
head movements. The tracked face is marked by the shape of rectangle, and the eyes are displayed on 
the screen via a color filled circles. 

 
If the eyelids of the driver are kept closing for a certain period of time, App. consider the driver is now in drowsy driving and make some alarm signal 
to wake driver up with display, sounds, vibration method. The alert sounds can be made by the ringtone and the stored media files playing also two 
combinations can be used. If a Bluetooth earpiece is paired, system will send alarm sound to Bluetooth earpiece. Band’s vibration feature can be 
effective warning method. As an alert displaying a rooster will pop-up with a warning message. Also, this warning message is pronounced via TTS. 

 
The driver's head movement is continuously monitored during the face tracking. The head movement information has been made available to 
allow hands-free viewing of other information on mobile phone devices. When the driver's head is tilting to the right, the current battery 
information is displayed on the screen and left side tilting will display the current time with clock icon. Also, the driver’s laugh will be used to turn 
the device’s brightness down and up without any screen touch. The summery of drowsy driving alert features of this release are followed. 

 
- Drowsy driving detection functionality 
- Battery condition and time display using head tilting 
- Screen brightness adjustment using the smile gesture 
- Camera Preview Selection Features Maps and Navigation 

 

It is based on GPS location data and uses the Google Map search engine to provide the world's highest diversity and abundance. Explore fast 
target paths by providing the ability to save recent search locations and places bookmarking. You can also search for a destination for more 
information through the contact information and home page of the searched location. Users can select preferred paths from multiple path search 
results. All route guides consist with turn-by-turn maneuver displaying and natural local voice guide. 
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